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Christopher Cardozo Fine Art is pleased to announce the re-creation of Edward Curtis’ magnum opus, The North American
Indian. The North American Indian is an iconic, landmark publication; a rich and detailed artistic and ethnographic record
of over eighty North American tribal groups from throughout the American West. It comprises over 2,200 photographs
and over 5,000 pages of text as well as extensive transcriptions of Native languages and music. Much of the information in
The North American Indian is found nowhere else, including personal histories and detailed information about Native religion,
spirituality and Native Lifeways.
This is believed to be the largest and most ambitious republication project in North American publishing history. All twenty
Volumes and twenty Portfolios have been re-created with exacting detail for this new publication. Original Sets of The North
American Indian are in the permanent collections at Harvard, Yale, The Met and over 100 other public and private rare book
collections. The Complete Reference Edition offers a finely-crafted alternative to the original Curtis Sets for far less than 1%
of the cost and offers greatly enhanced accessibility, readability, and unwavering fidelity to the original. This is a wonderful
opportunity to own a finely crafted piece of American history.
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“Making a Contribution”
Cardozo Fine Art has arranged for the repatriation of the thousands of Curtis prints to Native individuals and tribal Colleges
and organizations as part of our “10,000 Print Repatriation” initiative.

A monument to American constructive scholarship and the research of a value unparalleled.

– Theodore Roosevelt, 1907

A Cultural Legacy - Philanthropy
Taken as a whole, the work of Edward Curtis is a singular achievement. Never before have we seen the
Indians of North America so close to the origins of their humanity, their sense of themselves in the world,
their innate dignity and self-possession.
– N. Scott Momaday, (Kiowa), Pulitzer Prize Winning Author
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... One of the primary keys to healing is reconnecting with our culture, heritage and identity. For us, real change must start
with knowing who we are and from where we come.
The work of Edward Curtis remains of singular importance in this regard. It is through his artistry and his collaboration
with Native people that we are allowed to see who we really are. His unique gifts and perspective give us insight into our
own identities and allow us to witness and reclaim pride in being Native.
For the Little Earth community to have access to, and to preserve for future generations, the work of Edward Curtis, would
be of great benefit and a privilege. Powerful images of our ancestors which show us their humanity and true selves is something that can be used to teach and inform, and to heal and grow. Having access to the rich and extensive text about our history,
culture, and identities would provide current and future generations with a resource of extraordinary and lasting value.
– Ethan Flatten, Development Director of Little Earth Community
(Little Earth is a Native American preference community of
1,000 residents in the heart of Minneapolis, Minnesota. It is
economically and educationally dramatically undeserved.)

Mr. Curtis, because of the singular combination of qualities with which he has been blest, has been able
to do what no other man ever has done; ... What no other man could do.
– President

Theodore Roosevelt, 1906

Praise for The Republication

Volume I, Frontis and Title Pages

Volume III, Pipe Bags

Value:

A very worthwhile project is being realized with great success, and I am so pleased to be able to promise access to this stunning,
modern, yet soon-to-be classic edition to students and researchers who come to Harvard from all over the world to use our
library collections.

Quality:

– Janet Steins, Former Collections Librarian, Tozzer Library, Harvard University

In terms of elegance and sumptuousness, what the Cardozo Fine Art project has accomplished can stand alongside
the parent edition as a worthy successor thereto. Its sensuous, tactile qualities evoke exactly the immersive experience that
Curtis intended to deliver to those who read its texts and engage with its images. An artisanal landmark, this new edition offers
as close an approximation as one can imagine of a hands-on, eyes-on encounter with Curtis' masterpiece in its original form.
– A.D. Coleman, Noted Photographic Critic and Historian

Presentation:

I wanted you and your Republication team to know how pleased the Seattle Public Library is with its acquisition of
your new edition of The North American Indian. It will make an important and valuable addition to Special Collections. It will enhance the preservation of our original Set, significantly increase access for broader audiences, and make more
efficient use of our staff resources.

Readability:

– Jodee Fenton, Manager of Special Collections, Seattle Public Library

For readers interested in Curtis’ words as well as in his pictures, the elegant and clear typographical redesign of the
text makes the new Cardozo edition much easier to read. It is evident that a great deal of thought and care and
love have been poured into this ambitious project and Mr. Cardozo and his team should be very proud of their
accomplishment.
– Scott Krafft, Curator, McCormick Library of Special Collections, Northwestern University

Cultural Legacy:

Many time capsules are never found. It is a profound loss; messages created with great care and intent, a call to the
future, a whispered hope to be remembered; all hope to connect one generation to the next. As you experience the
stories that emanate from these photographs, you have a rare opportunity to connect across time and generations to
the heart and soul of these people.

– Eric J. Jolly, Former Chair, Rhode Island Indian Center and former Board Director National Museum of the American Indian

The Complete Reference Edition Speciﬁcations
Benefits:
• Individual collectors and institutions that own original sets will have far greater access to the content and
will also have enhanced preservation of the originals. Those that do not own an original Set, will find that
our Complete Reference Edition makes the same content available at less than 1% of the cost of an original,
vintage set in a durable and beautiful presentation.

Contents:

• The twenty original Portfolios are presented in four Portfolio Volumes that comprise recreations of all
723 original photogravure plates. This allows for greatly improved and ease of viewing.
• The twenty quarto-sized Volumes: 5,023 pages of text comprising over 2,500,000 words and special characters and 1,511 photographic prints and illustrations, (of which 34 are in color.)
• All Native language special characters have been digitally recreated for the Reference Edition, enhancing
readability.
• All 2,234 photographs were fastidiously remastered to state of the art standards by Master Printer
Peter Bernardy whose Curtis photographs have been exhibited internationally in over 100 venues in 42
countries.

Presentation:
• The covers and bindings on the Volumes and Portfolios are photographic reproductions, over board, of the
original leather and buckrum covers. They are produced to library standards to withstand years of handling.

• The spine designs are original, custom designs incorporating traditional Native symbols.
• Both Volumes and Portfolio Volumes are printed on high quality, archival, acid-free Finch Opaque paper and
bound with PUR glue for beauty and longevity.

Pricing:
• $6500 00 Pack, ship, and insure in the contiguous U.S. gratis through June, 2019. Thereafter: $285
Publication Details:
Initial Publication Date: Summer 2018
Dimensions: Volumes 12 ¼” X 9 ½” and Portfolio Volumes 13 ¾” X 10 ¾”
ISBN 978-1-942076-27-8
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Christopher Cardozo Fine Art has been a leader and innovator in the Curtis ﬁeld for over forty years. We have brought
new levels of expertise and professionalism through exhibitions, publications and lectures and have reached over ten
million people in over forty countries with Curtis’ message of
Beauty, Heart and Spirit™.
Christopher Cardozo is widely acknowledged as the world’s
leading authority on Edward S. Curtis. Today, Cardozo spends
ever-increasing amounts of time on education, exhibitions,
publications and innovative methods of bringing Curtis’ work
to new and diverse audiences globally. He is actively working
on a multi-decade project of repatriating Native culture and
images to Native people and institutions. He has currently
reached thousands of Native individuals, as well as, numerous
tribal colleges and cultural institutions.

It’s such a big dream, I can’t see it all.

– Edward S. Curtis
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